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Background



If we are going to design a restoration / rehabilitation 
project in urban watersheds, what is the quasi-stable
condition?

What are the metrics?

What is important?

What are the interdependencies?

Can we apply relationships used in rural / wildland
watersheds inter-changeably in urban systems?



Site Locations

* Approximately a population of  7,800,000 of  the greater Toronto and surrounding areas

- 168 river reaches were screened associated with gauge stations,

- Culling resulted in 12 quasi-stable urban stream channel reaches that were studied



Urban watershed summary characteristics

Bankfull

Bankfull
LEGEND of  APPROXIMATE 

SURVEY POINTS

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

Thalweg
Top of  bank
Top / Bottom of  Riffles
Cross-section
Deepest Location in Pools
Bankfull Stage / Flood Plain

T.R.  Top of  Riffle
B.R.  Bottom of  Riffle

River Survey Detail



Average bankfull width and depth versus effective catchment area

Meander Geometry Relationships



Stream (and storm sewer) channel length versus 
effective catchment area

Event Definition



The most reliable way to estimate
bankfull discharge is to observe the flow 

during an event

Annual flow volume

Cumulative volume of  
events where bankfull is 
exceeded

Cumulative volume of  
flow exceeding bankfull 
discharge



Median annual frequency of bankfull
discharge (or greater)

Bankfull return period versus 
watershed urban land use



This is not a new concept

“Watershed history and flood records should be 
carefully examined to assure that no major 
watershed changes have occurred during the period 
of  record…….

Special effort should be made to identify those 
records which are not homogeneous.  Only records 
which represent relatively constant watershed 
conditions should be used for frequency analysis.”

The danger in assuming the 1.5-year return 
period.

- Bankfull discharge 
may be significantly 
lower,

- If  the 1.5 year return 
is used, one has 
essentially designed 
an incised channel,

- Anticipate 
potentially rapid 
rates of  channel 
change,



A cycle of sedimentation and erosion in
urban river channels (Wolman, 1967)

Suspended Sediment Transport

All Sources

Dominantly Clay
Geology

Dominantly Sand 
and Gravel 
Geology



Modified
Meyer-Peter Muller

Einstein-Brown

Wilcock Kenworthy

Bedload Transport Capacity



Bedload Rating Curves of 12 Urban Streams
in southern Ontario, Canada

Most
Urban

Least
Urban



Comparison of rural and urban
suspended sediment rating curves

Longitudinal Profile Detailing



Riffle and 
pool 

characteristics

Clast Tracking



Change in Morphology frequency

-Elongated meander wave lengths

- Typically two or three riffles on a straight section 
between bends separated by intermediate pools.

Potential causes

-Sediment pulsing

- bedform manifestations to dissipate additional 
stream energy

• Morphological Surveys (Form)
– Longitudinal profiles

– Cross sections

– Diagnostic bed sampling

• Sediment Tracking / Sampling 
(Process)

– Bedload measurements (Helley-Smith)

– Inter-event-based particle tracking (RF-
ID transponders)

• Longitudinal inventories
– Floodplain relief

– Bank heights

– Riparian vegetation

– Water surface characteristics
(flood flow)

– Infrastructure

Continuing Investigation

Upper Left: RF-ID Tag
Right: Morphological Surveys using GPS
Lower Left: Helley-Smith Sampler



Schumm, 1979 – River Metomorphisim
Increase in discharge

Change in sediment supply

Increase in discharge and change in sediment supply

Qw = Discharge
W = Width
D = Depth
λ = Meander Wave Length
S = Slope
Ω = Sinuosity
ω = Width : Depth Ratio
QBed = Bedload Transport

Analogous to the
Urban Condition

Early Urban

Change in 
Hydrology

Build Out
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QUESTIONS ?


